
Accessories 

Stille imagiQ2

Surgical perfection. For life.



The Stille imagiQ2 comes with the following configuration:

- 225 Kg / 496 lb patient weight capacity
- Black ergonomic transport handles
- Battery life of up to 2 days in normal use
- 4 swiveling wheels 
- Pan handle
- Hand control + Emergency hand control
- Hand control extension cable
- Low attenuation mattress

Adjustable procedure headrest
Fully translucent headrest, ensures 
easy intubation and superior carotid 
visualization. It fits the free end of
the table and is side rail mounted.

Translucent fistula arm board
Provides an unobstructed image and 
is connected directly to the carbon 
fiber top.

Anesthesia screen
Provides a sterile barrier separating 
the surgical field from the patient’s 
head.

Extra pan handle
Extra pan handle allows paning the 
table from different sides

Detachable short side rail
Short 8 in / 20 cm rail system 
enabling accessory mounting and 
360°imaging capabilities. 

imagiQ2 foot control
Compact multipedal footswitch for 
discrete placement beneath the table 
with soft touch buttons and a light 
operating force.

imagiQ2 radiation shield
Tailored and easy to fit protection 
against scattered radiation with lead 
rubber (0.5 Pb) material. 
Not available in the US.

imagiQ2 accessory highlights

Catheter tray
Provides an extended work space, 
which is attached directly to the 
table. Available in three lengths.

Detachable side rail
One third rail system enabling full 
table length side rails, accessory 
mounting and optional 360°imaging 
capabilities. 

Adjustable arm board
Nontranslucent board provides ideal 
support for the patient’s arm during 
IV. 



imagiQ2 accessory catalogue

* The new detachable 20 cm / 8 in side rail is not to be used with a retractor system, catheter trays 1000 mm and 1500 mm
**The system is designed to fit the imagiQ2 and consists of 1 mounting piece that is placed under the mattress and 3 radiation shield curtains.  Extra shield 
curtains, which also can be fitted to the side rail if customer only requires a single curtain and not full whole system

Upgrade features Description

Mobility enhancement pack When the table is used for frequent intra-clinic transportation, use the mobility  
enhancement pack for improved mobility.  
All wheels are designed to swivel and an additional fifth wheel is included to provide 
optimal mobility. 
Ref: 535-1711

Load upgrade pack Maximize the capabilities of the imagiQ2 with increased patient weight  
capacity up to 661 lb / 300 kg. 
Ref: 535-1710

Performance pack For maximum uptime, choose the performance pack. It includes a  
high-performance long-term battery pack with up to 1 week of durability.  
Ref: 535-1712

Accessory Part number Standard Option Market availability
Pan handle DIN 535-1760 x All excl US

Pan handle US 535-1761 x US only

Detachable side rail US 535-1720 x All

Detachable side rail DIN 535-1721 x All

Detachable side rail UK 535-1722 x All

Short detachable 8 inch rail US* 535-1724 x All

Short detachable 8 inch rail DIN* 535-1725 x All

Short detachable 8 inch rail UK* 535-1726 x All

Fistula arm board 535-1730 x All

Head rest, adjustable 535-1740 x All

Head rest fixed 535-1741 x All

Catheter tray 1000 mm 535-1750 x All

Catheter tray 1500 mm 535-1751 x All

Catheter tray 500 mm 535-1752 x All

Foot Control 535-1762 x All

Adjustable armboard  DIN 514-50-3SR025 x All excl US

IV pole 514-100401 x All excl US

Anesthesia frame 514-100311 x All excl US

Basic armboard 512-5000 x US only

Anesthesia screen 512-5030 x US only

IV pole w/o clamp 512-5010 x US only

IV pole clamp 512-5013 x US only

Footboard carbon fiber with pad 512-5040 x US only

Deluxe maximum restraint O-RSX2 x US only

Radiation shield base kit grey** 535-1770 x EU only

Radiation shield base kit blue** 535-1771 x EU only

Radiation shield loop grey. Extra shield** 535-1772 x EU only

Radiation shield loop blue. Extra shield** 535-1773 x EU only



Stille AB
Gustav III:s Boulevard 42

SE-169 73 Solna, Sweden

Phone: +46 8 588 580 00

Fax: +46 8 588 580 05

info@stille.se 

www.stille.se   

Distributed by:Stille Surgical Inc.
943 Parkview Blvd

Lombard, IL 60148

United States

Phone: 1.800.6651614
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Stille is one of the oldest medical device companies 
in the world.  We develop, manufacture and sell 
proprietary high-quality surgical instruments and 
specialty tables to leading surgeons worldwide. We 
have done so for more than 170 years.

Stille’s offering consists of a strong brand and products 
renowned for their superior quality. We manage our 
business in two distinct business areas

Surgical business 
A complete offering of handcrafted, forged surgical 
instruments featuring delicate design, industry-leading 
durability and a unique feel, which has made Stille a 
well-known and highly respected supplier by surgeons 
throughout the world.

Patient Positioning 
Offers two main groups of procedure-specific tables 
for cardiovascular surgery, gynecology, urology and 
urodynamic examinations. These tables feature a high 
level of functionality and ergonomics, and appealing 
aesthetic design. 

Stille has been developing medical devices since 1841 
and has always been committed in providing the safest 
and highest performing solutions that live up to our 
motto: Surgical perfection. For life.

Stille - Surgical perfection. For life
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